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Generalized continuous slowing down (CSD) theory coupled with integral trans-

port concepts has recently been shownl to give accurate prediction of the spatial

variation of exposure dependent spectra at the core-blanket interface and in the

blanket region of the homogeneous design fast reactor.  The spectrum and the spec-

trum-averaged cross sections (SAXS) exhibited a strong space dependence as one pro-

ceeded from the outer core into the blanket.  However, at any given location these

varied rather weakly with exposure.

In this paper we have extended the procedure to analyse the heterogeneous FBR

spectra with depletion.  The basic theory has been described previously2.  Briefly,

one solves a matrix differential equation of the zonal slowing down densities; the

equation being a generalization of slowing down equations of the Greuling-Goertzel

type with a source term.  One then uses a multiregion analogue of the usual expres-

sions of flux in terms of slowing down densities, either of the Greuling-Goertzel or

Wigner form.  In the latter case where slowing down parameters y and E are equal, the

zonal flux vector  takes the form

i =  1 f [f-19 + 5]                                                  (1)

where P is the matrix of collision and transfer probabilities, Et and & are diagonal

matrices of the transport cross section and slowing down parameter E in each zone,

9-is the vector of zonal slowing down densities and S is the source term. Equation
1 readily:reduces to its single region form where E would be a unit matrix.  For a

fission source one solves the slowing·down equations iteratively and one can in-

clude an eigenvalue k in the source term for criticality calculation.

The formalism has been applied to an infinite array of alternating core and

blanket zones in slab  geometry.  The properties of these zones are based on

Clinch River Breeder·Reactor (CRBR) parameters3 and calculations were performed

with the 29.group FTR-300 data set4.
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The spatial flux variation is milder than in the homogeneous case and there

<,       is a clear shift of the spectrum in the blanket to lower energies at any time.
"

Fig. 1 shows that the SAXS vary strongly with exposure in the heterogeneous case.

This is unlike the homogeneous case where exposure dependence is much weakerl and

this is a consequence of the stronger variation of the spectrum particularly in

the blanket where spectrum shifts to higher energy more rapidly as exposure pro-

ceeds due to the more rapid buildup of fissile plutonium.  Also,the magnitude of

these SAXS are considerably larger as a result of the increased magnitude of fluxes

in the lowest energy groups where microscopic cross sections are higher.  This points

to the need for greater energy detail at lower energies to obtain accurate spectral

distribution for calculating SAXS which are used in the depletion equations.  Also,

since the blanket in the heterogeneous case can provide a significant fraction of

the total power and fissile buildup is much faster this detail is even more impor-

tant in this case.  The linearity of our procedure with energy would thus be a

significant advantage.

The principal potential penalty of using integral transport methods would be

the calulation of spatial escape and transfer probabilities.  However, these proba-

bilities were found to be relatively insensitive to exposure even though the fissile

buildup and spectral transition with exposure were stronger in the hetrogeneous case.

Depletion calulation repeated without recalulating these probabilities accurately

predicted fuel cycle parameters such as fissile mass produced, burnup, breeding ratio,

etc.  For example, the net fissile mass produced (core + blanket) for a 10 month
-3cycle was 5·92x10   kg per kg-HM' with P matrix elements recalculated and

-35.89x10   kg per kg-HMI when these were held constant over the cycle. The accompany-
ing savings in computer time was appreciable even in the slab geometry.  The

potential for savings would be significantly greater for more complicated geometries

(such as hexagonal) where calculation of transfer and escape probabilities can be

much more involved.
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4, Spectral transition in internal blankets with exposure is stronger in

the heterogeneous design and the softer spectra in the blanket requires greater

energy detail particularly at lower energies.  CSD theory advantage increases

with such detail since it is an initial value problem in energy.  The spatial

transition of the spectra is milder but much larger fractions of the system are

in transition than in the homogeneous case.  Transport theory sophistication is

more important in this case.  However, the relative insensitivity of the

integral transport parameters with exposure allows for this sophistication

without significant penalty.
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.,                                         Figure Caption

Figure 1 Spectrum Averaged Capture cross section of Pu-239 in the core and

the inner blanket of a Heterogeneous core/blanket system.
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